Luminescence of Ce 3 + at two different sites in α -Sr 2 P 2 O 7 under vacuum ultraviolet-UV and x-ray excitation J. Appl. Phys. 108, 083527 (2010) Hybridization of moderately delocalizedJelectrons with band electrons gives rise to a highly anisotropic two-ion interaction, which, as Siemann and Cooper first showed, accounts well for the unusual magnetic behavior of CeDi. In the present paper it is shown that the even more unusual magnetic behavior of CeSb with a succession of magnetic structures in which the higher-temperature structures (AFP) involve a periodic stacking of nonmagnetic {OOl} planes alternating with magnetically ordered {ool} planes of [001] moment alignment can be understood on the basis of the same hybridization-mediated interionic interaction in the presence of a cubic crystal field (CF) of comparable strength. The tendency to form nonmagnetic planes, which are indeed paramagnetic in nature (Kramers doublets), is found to increase with increasing CF strength, and the stability of the AFP phases at high temperatures is shown to arise from the reconciliation of the magnetic ordering with the CF interactions. The calculations yield first-order phase transitions from a low-temperature type I anti.ferromagnetic phase to two high-temperature AFP phases. The possibility of a fully nonmagnetic singlet ground state, which, however, is not Kondo-like, also occurs and will be discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
At zero field, CeSb orders with a first-order transition at 1 • 2 TN = 16.2 K and undergoes six additional first-order phase transitions. The high-temperature (> 8.5 K) phases (AFP) are commensurate with the lattice and correspond to a periodic stacking of nonmagnetic (P) and ferromagnetic (M) {oo!} planes with an up or down (001) magnetiza~ tion.
2 Below 8.5 K the nonmagnetic planes disappear, giving a type IA (t 1 ~ 1) phase. The octahedral crystal field (CF) splits the Ce' + free-ion 2p 5/2 multiplet into a r 7 doublet and a r 8, quartet, with a crystal -field splitting of about 37 K in the paramagnetic phase.
3 Recent magnetization and neutron scattering measurements 4 on CeSb have clearly established that the CF ground state in the paramagnetic phase is the r 7 doublet, and that the nonmagnetic planes are indeed para~ magnetic in nature with the same level structure (Kramers doublet) as in the paramagnetic phase and a CF splitting of about 43 K.
The magnetic equilibrium and excitation behavior of CeBi was successfully explained 5 ,6 on the basis of a highly anisotropic hybridization-mediated two-ion interaction, ori~ ginally introduced by Coqblin and Schrieffee (CS) for dilute cerium alloys. This interaction arises from hybridization of moderately delocaIized f electrons with band electrons. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate that the central feature of the magnetic equilibrium behavior in CeSb, Le., the coexistence of magnetic and nonmagnetic layers at higher temperatures, can be understood equally well within the previously developed model,5,6 in terms of the competing effects of the CF and hybridization-mediated two-ion interactions, without having to invoke a third proposed 8 mechanism, Le., the effective suppression of the Ce3+ ='
where a and n label Ce 
Ii. RESULTS FOR COEXISTENCE OF MAGNETIC AND NONMAGNETIC PLANES
The effect of the hybridization-mediated two-ion interaction on the formation of Kramers doublets at the paramagnetic site in the AFP 1 (i iP) structure in the absence of a crystal field, can be understood in terms of the dominant diagonal matrix elements of? cs' The contribution to < 5/ 21J¥"cs 15/2) at the parasite, from a pair of nth nearest~ neighbor (NN) equivalent ordered sites wi.th saturated t and ~ moments «L ± 5/2 ± 5/2) = 1). respectively, isB ;~~ ;~~ 6 from the fact that the magnetic quantum numbers of the band andfelectrons are exchanged in the scattering involved in the hybridization-mediated mechanism. Moreover, due to the moment reversal symmetry of the interaction, for a given pair of equivalent sites < -5/2jJY cs I -5/2) = (5/2jd¥>cs 1512), and hence the up and down moment states at the parasite are doubly degenerate. All of the other matrix elements behave similarly, and thus the parasite develops three Kramers doublets, with a ground state energy below the free-ion (sixfold degenerate) energy (E = 0) and higher by a factor of about 3.5 than that of the ordered site. As the temperature increases, the free energy of the parasite decreases less rapidly than that of the free ion, which has a clear entropy advantage, eventually crossing the free-ion energy at the Neel temperature. On the other hand, for an ordered site with an up moment for example, upon decreasing E 3 , the AFPl structure is less favorable than the AF-I (r i) structure, but more favorable than the AF-IA structure, and thus the AFPl structure can never become the ground state of the system. For T 7":0, even though the formation of Kramers doublets have a clear entropy advantage, the AFP 1 structure becomes disordered before it has the chance to cross the AF-I structure.
We next investigate the role of the CF interaction in helping to stabilize the AFP structures in the high-temperature regime. From all the six low-field AFP structures experimentally observed 1 ,2,4 we consider for simplicity those two with the smallest periods, namely the AFP3 ( i i ~p i i 1 ) and AFPl structures, which occur in the temperature range of 12.2-14.8 K and 15.4--16.2 K, respectively. The effect of the "bare" CF interaction, of a sign (B 4 > 0) having the r 7 doublet below the r 8 quartet (favoring a (Ill) easy axis 6 ), is to increase the diagonal: ± 5/2) and I ± 1/2) matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, to decrease the diagonal I ± 312) matrix elements, and to introduce additional off-diagonal mixing between the j ± 5/2) and 1+=312) states of P, which in turn reduces both the T = 0 moment and the quadrupolar moment, In the low C:.cplEl region (ACF <E 1 ), the dominant hybridization-mediated two-ion interactions "dress" the "bare" ground state r 7 doublet at the parasite so that it becomes r s-like, and the ground-state energy decreases with B 4 at a slower rate (~ -I80B 4) relative to that of the "bare" r 7 ground-state energy ( -240B 4) in the high C:.CF lEI region (b. CF > E 1) ' The effect of the CF interaction on the ordered site in the low !lcFIE! region is to raise its ground-state energy due to the increment of the dominant < ± 5/2\ ± 5/2) matrix element. However, in the high AcFIE J region (E1<!lCF < 3E 1 ), the ( ± 3/21 ± 3/2) matrix elements become comparable in size with the ( ± 51 21 ± 5/2), and decrease more rapidly with C:.CF than (:t 51 2i ± 5/2) increases. The net effect is the lowering of the ordered site ground-state energy with ACF for El<AcF < 3E 1 , but at a rate of about 1.6 slower than that of the parasite. Thus, the presence of CF interactions tends to favor predominantly the parasites. Furthermore, we find that upon increasing t:..cpIE" the relative spacing between the two excited Kramers doublets decreases (approaching the rg quartet behavior for large enough CF interaction), thus enhancing the entropy advantage of the parasites at high temperatures.
The temperature variation of the average free energy of the AF-I, AF-IA, AFPl, and AFP3 structures is shown in Fig. 1 with E2 = OAE l • E3 = -0.28E 1 , and ACF = 3E j • Also plotted in Fig, 1 is the temperature variation of the free energy of the para and ordered planes in the AFP 1 structure. For kB T < O.8EI' due to the predominance of the exchange interactions, the free energy of the parasite is substantially higher than that of the ordered site, and thus the AF-I and AF-IA structures are more favorable than the AFPl or AFP3 structures, and the AFP3 structure, containing one paralayer every seven layers, is more favorable than the AFP 1 structure which contains one paralayer every three layers. Note that because of the large antiferromagnetic E3 value the AF-IA structure, which is the experimentally observedl.
4 low-temperature phase, is less favorable than the AF-I structure over the whole temperature range. However, the low-temperature phase is strongly sample dependent,4
With increasing temperature, the free energy of the parasite decreases more rapidly than that of the ordered site because of entropy advantage, and thus. the AF-I structure crosses the AFP3 structure at T j = 1.089E 11 the latter in turn crossing the AFPl phase at T2 = 1.104E 1 , which finally becomes paramagnetic at ~v = 1. 12E} with a first-order transition.
The molecular-field energy levels at T = 0 (in units of E i) for the AF-I, AF-IA, and AFP 1 structures are displayed in Fig. 2 , with E2 = OAEj , E3 = -0.28E 1 , and ACF = 3E j ,
For such a large CF splitting, the ordered site ground-state energies in all three magnetic structures are almost identical ( -2.9 E 1) and not much lower than the energy ( -2.1E 1 ) of the parasite. Such a situation cannot occur in CeBi, where the CF splitting (~8 K) is much smaller 3 than the Ned temperature ( -25 K) which scales directly with E I' In particular, for the same E2 and E3 values and for !lCI' = 0, the 
m. FULLY NONMAGNETIC GROUND STATE
The success of our results, which came out of our investigation into the role that the CF interactions plays on helping to stabilize the coexistence of magnetic and paramagnetic sites in the high-temperature region, motivated us to address the following question: Can the presence of sufficiently strong CF interaction relative to the hybridizationmediated two-ion interaction give rise to a new type of a ground state which is funy paramagnetic (Kramers doublet), which however is not Kondo-like. Since the rate of decrease of the T = o energy of the ordered site withB4 is lower by a factor of 1.6 relative to that of the parasite for E j < ACF <3Ej , we felt that it is conceivable that for a still larger tl.cpIE 1 • the parasite energy would eventually cross that of the ordered site, provided that both variation rates do not change appreciably. However, as it turns out, the rate of Thus, even though the high-moment transversely polarized state has the lowest free energy for kl1 T> 0.4E 1 , one encounters a peculiar low-temperature physical phenomenon where the system fluctuates between two differently polarized states of equal free energies, one of which is a singlet state, This suggests a different possible explanation for the nonmagnetic (singlet) ground state in materials such as CeA1 3 , which has been thought as the prototype of nonmagnetic Kondo lattices.
